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This bulletin outlines direction provided by the 
Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) and the 
Mutual Fund Dealers Association (MFDA ) to assist 
dealers in meeting various requirements of CRM2. It 
notes where dealers might have questions about the 
approach that regulators would like them to adopt. 

CRM2 Spotlight: Considerations for Dealers 
focuses on three areas:
 • The application of CRM2 to investments that 

are not securities, such as segregated fund 
contracts, annuities and GICs;

 • Transfer payments from affiliates; and
 • Referral fees.

Investments that are Not Securities
One important area is how to apply CRM2 principles 
to investments that fall outside the scope of securities 
legislation, such as segregated fund contracts, 
annuities and GICs. 

The CSA’s jurisdiction over “securities” means that 
CRM2 requirements apply only to securities (including 
exchange contracts in Alberta, British Columbia, New 
Brunswick and Saskatchewan). If an investment is 
not a security or an exchange contract as defined by 
securities legislation in the provinces, then dealers are 
not required to report on that investment. 

Successful implementation of the CRM2 disclosure 
requirements is one of the most important challenges 
the investment funds industry is facing, as the outcome 
will lay the groundwork for regulatory direction for 
years to come. 

To be successful, the industry must embrace not 
only the rules of CRM2, but also the essence of what 
our regulators are aiming to achieve. Put simply, 
the regulators’ objective is: to strengthen investors’ 
understanding of their investments, and their 
confidence to make sound decisions that will help them 
achieve their financial goals.

Dealers are encouraged to adopt an approach that will 
assist with this underlying regulatory objective. 

However, since introducing CRM2, the securities 
commissions have been encouraging dealers to provide 
their clients with information that meets the objectives 
of CRM2 with respect to all of their investments. The 
reason for this is that it will enable investors to better 
understand the relative costs and performance of each 
of their investments.

The MDFA has drafted rules that are substantially 
similar to the CSA’s rules for CRM2 (National 
Instrument 31-103). The MFDA’s rules are outlined on 
the next page.
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Plain 

Prescribed 

1

Requirements

1. Provide book cost or original cost of each security, including a 

de�nition of that cost  

2. Provide market value of each security based on IFRS principles

3. Provide an opening balance 

4. Indicate that the security is subject to a DSC (if applicable)

5. Indicate whether the product is covered by an investor protection 

fund and if so, the name of the fund

6. Provide the name of party that holds/controls each investment and  

a description of how it is held

This checklist outlines new information that dealers 

must include on clients’ account statements as 

of December 31, 2015, as part of the initiative known 

as CRM2. 

Account statements will be required for all investments – client name 

and nominee-held positions – except in the case of IIROC members 

who have received exemptive relief for client name positions. 

About CRM2

The purpose of CRM2 is to ensure 

all investors receive timely, easy-to-

understand information about the cost 

and performance of their investments. 

The mutual funds industry supports 

CRM2 and believes the changes will 

allow investors to make be�er informed 

decisions about their investments. 

Informed investors are more commi�ed 

to saving and creating a more secure 

�nancial future for themselves and their 

families.

CRM2 is being phased in over three 

years. In 2014, dealers were required to 

disclose pre-trade costs and provide a 

general description of benchmarks. As of 

December 2015, dealers will be required 

to report on all investments – client name 

and nominee-held positions – and several 

changes will be required to account 

statements. In 2017, investors will receive 

a report showing, in dollar amounts, the 

money paid to dealers on the investor’s 

account during 2016. A separate 

report will tell investors how well their 

investments have performed in dollar 

terms and percentage terms over several 

time periods ending in 2016. Investors 

will receive these reports annually.

This checklist focuses on changes 

required as of December 31, 2015. The 

Investment Funds Institute of Canada 

(IFIC) will provide additional materials 

to assist dealers in preparing for the 

2016 requirements.
updated november 2015

Clari�cations are underlined in yellow.

The following pages contain information that will help you meet these 

requirements, including:

Prescribed language that must appear on account 

statements. 

Plain language that would meet or exceed the 

requirement to provide descriptions of certain 

items. We recommend that the industry adopt 

this language to ensure a clear and consistent 

experience for investors. However, if the language 

does not re�ect your circumstances, you should 

adapt it as necessary.

DEALER CHECKLIST: CRM2
2015 REQUIREMENTS

       Past year
Since you opened your 

account with us  (insert date)

Opening market value

$51,063.49

$0.00

Deposits

$4,000.00

$21,500.00

Withdrawals

$ (5,200.00)

$(5,200.00)

Change in the market value of  your account

$2,928.85

$36,492.34

Closing market value

$52,792.34

$52,792.34

Change in The Value of Your Account with Us

Account Number 123456

January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016

*Total percentage return means the cumulative realized and unrealized capital gains and losses of an investment, 

plus income from the investment, over a speci�ed period of time, expressed as a percentage.

Your Personal Rates of Return

The chart below shows your personal total percentage return* a�er costs have been deducted, over di�erent time 

periods, all ending on December 31, 2016. 

Keep in mind that your returns re�ect the mix of investments and risk level of your account. When you review your 

returns, consider your investment goals, the amount of risk you’re comfortable with, and the value of the advice 

and services you receive. The numbers are based on a consistent industry-wide calculation known as the “money weighted” method. This 

method is the best way to understand how your investments have performed because it takes into consideration 

the timing of your personal deposits and withdrawals. 

The calculation takes most dealer and fund manager costs into account. Most benchmarks do not re�ect the costs 

of managing and operating the fund, so your personal rate of return is not directly comparable to a benchmark.

This table shows what has caused the value of your investments to change.

If you have a personal �nancial plan, it 

will contain a target rate of return, which 

is the return required to achieve your 

investment objectives. By comparing 

the rates of return you actually achieved 

(shown in the chart) with your target 

rate of return, you can see whether you 

are on track to meet your investment 

objectives.

Optional Footnotes (to use if appropriate): 

The 10-year �gure is not available because your account was opened within the past 10 years.

Due to changes in systems and record-keeping practices prior to 2016, some historical data is not available. 

This does not re�ect guarantee information related to seg funds.

No data available - see note below

Since you opened
your account

Past year

Past 3 years
Past 5 years

Past 10 years

5.51%

10.89%

12.07%

13.09%

Your Personal Total Percentage Return 

This model performance report was developed by The Investment Funds Institute of Canada in March 2015 

to assist dealers in implementing the third phase of the CRM2 requirements. The industry is encouraging 

widespread adoption of this approach to facilitate investor understanding. Visit IFIC.CA for updates and 

guidelines on using this material, and other tools to help you implement CRM2 e�ectively.

[Date]

Ms. Jane Doe
100 Any Street, Suite 1100 
Town Square Tower
Any City, Any Province  L2L 3L0

Your Investment Performance

Dear Ms. Doe,

This report tells you how your investments have performed with us as of December 31, 2016, a�er costs have been 
deducted. This information will help you understand whether you are on track to meet your investment goals. 

Investment performance is a�ected by changes in the value of your investments, dividends and interest that they 
pay, and deposits to and withdrawals from your account.

Speak to your investment advisor if you have questions about this report. Be sure to tell your �nancial advisor 
if your personal or �nancial circumstances have changed. Your advisor can recommend changes to your 
investments to keep you on track to meeting your goals.

Account Number 123456
January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016

“Market value” is the price at which an investment can be sold on the open market at a speci�c point in time. If there 
is no active market for an investment, then we have estimated its value. If we cannot reasonably determine the market 
value then we have excluded that investment from the calculation of your return. The market value of an investment 
fund is its “Net Asset Value”. This is usually calculated by investment fund managers once per day.
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You started 
the year with 
$51,063.49

Your investments increased by $2,928.85 
during the past year. Your rate of return over the 
year is 5.51%.

Your deposits 
minus withdrawals 

totaled -$1,200

You ended 
the year with 
$52,792.34
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Net deposits since you 
opened your account with us

Market value on 
December 31, 2016

Your deposits minus 
withdrawals since you 

opened your account with 
us totaled $16,300

Your investments increased by $36,492.34 since 
you opened your account with us. Your rate of 
return over this time is 13.09% per year.

You ended 
the year with 
$52,792.34

Your Logo Here

Section 1: Amounts you paid for general administration of  
your account
RSP administration  100
Transfer fee  20 
Fee-based charge  0
De-registration/Re-registration  0
Trustee fee   10

 Sub-Total: Section 1  130

Section 2: Amounts you paid for your speci�c purchase,  
sale or other transaction
Fee for switching to di�erent funds or products  10
Mark-up fee  0 
Front-end sales commission (see note below)   106

 Sub-Total: Section 2  116
 Total: Sections 1 + 2  246

Section 3: Payments we received from investment  
managers or others to provide services on your account
Commission from investment managers for DSC investments  503  
(see note below) 
Management fee rebate (dealer portion)  0
Payment from GIC issuers  0
Trailing commission (see note below)  286
Trailing commission rebate  0

 Sub-Total: Section 3  789
Total amount we received to service your account   $1,035

Payments We Received on Your Account 

Account Number 123456
January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016

About Commissions
Sales commission for investment funds may be paid either at the time of your initial purchase, or when you take money out of the fund. 
 • Front-end commission: Front-end commission is paid from your initial purchase before your money is sent to the 

investment fund manager. Over the past year, you paid $106 in this type of commission.
 • Deferred sales charge (DSC): For some funds, your full deposit is sent to the investment fund manager. Upon receipt, the 

manager pays a commission to us. Over the past year, we received $503 in this type of commission for your investments. 
When you take your money out of the fund, you might pay a deferred sales charge to the investment fund manager for the 
commission that we received. Deferred sales charges usually decline to zero a�er a speci�c number of years.

Trailing commission: An investment fund pays the investment fund manager a “management fee” for managing the fund. Your 
investment fund manager pays a portion of the “management fee” to us for the services and advice we provide to you on an 
ongoing basis. The amount we receive is called “trailing commission” and is paid each year for as long as you own the fund. Over 
the 12-month period covered by this report, we received $286 in trailing commission for your investments. Part of the trailing 
commission is paid to your advisor to monitor your account and to provide you with advice. Be sure to seek this advice by talking to 
your advisor regularly about your account and your �nancial plans. 

The trailing commission is paid by you indirectly. The costs of any investment are important, whether they are charged directly or 
indirectly, because they reduce your return. More information about management fees and other charges to your investment funds 
is included in the Fund Facts document for each fund. Ask your �nancial advisor or fund manager for a copy.

We are providing you with a separate performance report that shows your personal rate of return a�er costs have been deducted.

Total front-end 
commission – see 
note below 

Total commission 
for investments with 
deferred sales 
charges – see note 
below

Total trailing 
commission – see 
note below 

Total amount received by our 
�rm to provide services for 
your account 

In addition, over the past year, we received a referral fee of $500 from [Name of Registrant] for referring your [description (e.g., 
portfolio manager)] business to them.

Our Services Cost ($) Total ($)           

Amount you paid for general administration $ 130

Amount you paid for speci�c transactions $ 116

Amount we received from others to provide  
ongoing services for your account $ 789

Total amount we received to service your account $1,035

[Date]

Ms. Jane Doe
100 Any Street, Suite 1100 
Town Square Tower
Any City, Any Province  L2L 3L0

Two New Reports About Your Investments

Dear Ms. Doe,

We are pleased to provide you with two new reports about your investments. 

This �rst report provides details about the money received by our �rm over the past year to provide services to you. A 
portion of this money is paid as a commission to your �nancial advisor. The remainder is kept by our �rm to service your 
account. This report [includes/does not include] costs related to non-securities products. There are payments to others, 
such as your investment fund managers, that are not listed in this report. 

A summary of the total payments received by our �rm are as follows:

This is the total 
amount received by 
our �rm to provide 
services for your 
account. 

In addition, over the past year, we received a referral fee of $500 from [Name of Registrant] for referring your 
[description (e.g., portfolio manager)] business to them.

This is not an invoice. The amounts were paid by you through your purchase of investment products or by direct 
withdrawal from your account. More details are provided on the following pages, along with a list of current operating 
charges. 

It is important to understand the costs of all of your investment products because costs reduce your return. 

The second report we are providing to you is a performance report. The performance report tells you how well your 
investments performed. It will help you understand whether you are on track to meet your investment goals.

For more information, please contact your �nancial advisor.

Sincerely,

NAME OF DEALER FIRM

Account Number 123456
January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016

Your Logo Here

The MFDA has provided the following direction about 
how dealers should disclose information under CRM2 
with respect to investments other than securities.

Account Statements
A client’s account statement should include required 
information (outlined in IFIC’s Dealer Checklist) for 

all securities and other 
investments (including 
segregated fund contracts, 
annuities and GICs) that 
the dealer is handling 
for the client, including 
investments that have been 
transferred in. 

For GICs, dealers may 
report market value as 
principal plus accrued 
interest. For market-
linked GICs or similar 

investments, dealers may report 
market value as principal plus an estimate of the 
accrued interest, along with an explanation that sets 
out the basis for the estimate. 

If the market value of the investment is estimated using 
a “reasonable methodology”, the account statement 
must disclose the method used. If the market value 
of an investment cannot be reasonably determined, 
the member should report it as “zero” on the account 
statement and disclose this.

Performance Report
The performance report must include all 
assets in the client’s account, including all 
investments required to be reported on the 
account statement, as well as cash. 

MFDA Rules:  Application of CRM to Investments that are Not Securities

Charges and Compensation Report 
The charges and compensation report is only required 
to include charges and compensation related to 
securities. However, the MFDA strongly encourages 
dealers to disclose charges and compensation for 
all investments, including 
segregated fund contracts, 
annuities and 
GICs. The MFDA 
has stated that 
this disclosure 
will further assist 
investor decision-
making and is 
consistent with 
the obligation of 
MFDA members 
to deal fairly, 
honestly and in 
good faith with 
their clients. 

If it is impractical to report on these investments, 
the report must identify them and indicate that 
compensation was received for these investments but 
that it is not included in the report.
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Continuing Education Module on CRM2 
IFIC and its education arm, IFSE Institute, have launched 
a new continuing education module designed to teach 
financial advisors about disclosure requirements and advisor 
obligations under regulatory changes known as CRM2.

The module includes a sample account statement, 
explanations of key elements of the account statement, and sample cost and performance reports. 
The course presents advisor-client conversations on key concepts, such as individual versus fund 
performance measurement, book cost, suitability, and cost disclosure. 

For more information, visit IFSE.CA.

Client Relationship Model
Phase 2

Transfer Payments from Affiliates
The CSA rule specifies that the charges and 
compensation report must include the total dollar 
amount that is paid to the dealer or any of its advisors 
by a securities issuer or another registrant regarding 
registerable services to the client, along with an 
explanation of each type of payment. 

Dealers should determine and provide fair and 
reasonable disclosure of money received from 
affiliated entities that is associated with registerable 
services provided to the client, even if the dealer’s 
revenue is not directly tied to account activity (e.g., 
when no commissions were paid and advisors 
received salaries). In such circumstances, the MFDA 
has recommended that dealers make a reasonable 
estimate of what they would have received if they 
had earned commission revenue in disclosing 
money received from affiliates. The explanations 
should be sufficiently clear to provide clients with 
an understanding of the services to which the 
compensation relates.

Referral Fees
The disclosure of referral fees pertains only to referral 
fees received for securities-related activities in support of 
a client who has been referred to another registrant. This 
information can be provided either within the charges 
and compensation report or in a separate document. 

Referral fees received from an entity for non-securities 
services provided to a client, such as fees paid by a 
mortgage broker, are not required to be reported.

If a client has an account with an introducing dealer that 
is carried by another dealer, the introducing dealer must 
either:

 • Send a supplemental charges and compensation 
report to the client, disclosing the referral fees that 
the dealer earned, or

 • Share with the carrying dealer information about any 
referral fees that the introducing dealer receives. This 
is necessary to enable the carrying dealer to inform 
the client (i.e., through a supplemental charges and 
compensation report) about the referral fees. 

If a client has multiple accounts and some of these 
accounts have more than one beneficial owner, the 
reporting of referral fees must be done in a manner that 
protects the privacy of the individual owners. In these 
cases, the most appropriate manner of reporting referral 
fees would most likely be an addendum directed only to the 
client(s) whose business was the subject of the referral.
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IFIC.CA

@ific

The Investment Funds Institute of Canada

For more information, visit IFIC.CA > Member Centre 
> Member Resources. IFIC members can login to 
access additional materials.

Are You Ready for CRM2?
The mutual funds industry is collaborating to develop 
materials that will help dealers achieve the goals 
of CRM2 – to help investors make more informed 
decisions by improving their understanding of the cost 
and performance of their investment products and 
advisory services.

 • Our Dealer Checklist outlines new information that 
dealers must include on clients’ account statements 
as of December 31, 2015

 • CRM2 Spotlight outlines direction provided by the 
Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) and self-
regulatory organizations (SROs) to assist dealers 
in meeting various requirements and notes where 
dealers might have questions about the approach 
that regulators would like them to adopt.

 • Our Model Report on Charges and Compensation and 
Model Report on Investment Performance conform to 
the CRM2 rules and sample documents created by 
the regulators, and are enhanced by plain language, 
easy-to-follow designs and clear explanations.

 • Advisor Insights is a series of bulletins that provide 
advisors with key information about CRM2, including 
plain language explanations of various concepts to 
help them have effective conversations with their 
clients.

 • Our e-newsletter, IFIC Weekly Update, provides IFIC 
members with updates, tips and tools on CRM2 and 
other regulatory initiatives.

Our materials illustrate what can be achieved when 
stakeholders work collaboratively in the interest of 
the investor. Dozens of people from IFIC member 

companies are participating in various IFIC committees 
to share information and reach consensus on 
implementation issues related to CRM2 and other 
regulatory topics.

Widespread use of these materials – which feature 
plain language, simple designs, and clear explanations 
– will deliver a consistent experience to investors and 
demonstrate the industry’s commitment to achieve 
positive outcomes for investors.

IFIC encourages the industry to take a uniform 
approach to CRM2 reporting in the interest of investors, 
by adopting the approach reflected in these materials.

 

Pre-Trade Disclosure

E�ective July 15, 2014, clients must be advised of the costs (immediate or deferred) associated 

with the sale or purchase of a security, including mutual funds, investment funds and ETFs. 

This requirement is part of the new rules prescribed by the Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA). 

The rules are o�en referred to as CRM2, which stands for Client Relationship Model, Phase 2.

What CRM2 means for mutual funds is that investors will receive timely, easy-to-understand, detailed 

information about the cost and performance of their funds. In the �rst phase, e�ective July 15, 2014, 

the industry must provide a description of benchmarks, and pre-trade disclosure of costs. 

More information on benchmarks disclosure is provided in a separate issue of Advisor Insights.

Q:  What costs  

must be disclosed?

The following costs must  

be disclosed:

•  The charges your client will 

pay for the purchase, or a 

reasonable estimate if the 

actual amount is not known  

at the time of disclosure,

•  Details of any deferred 

charges that the client might 

be required to pay, including 

the fee schedule that will 

apply,

•  Any trailing commissions  

that will be received.

The CSA has recommended 

that advisors explain the 

following terms to their clients 

during pre-trade disclosure. 

This information can be found  

in the Fund Facts:

• Management fee

•  Sales charge or deferred sales 

charge option available to the 

client 

•  Any other redemption fees or 

short-term trading fees that 

may apply

•  Trailing commission, or other 

embedded fees

•  Options regarding front end 

loads

•  Fees related to the client 

changing or switching 

investments

The following items are not 

included as part of pre-trade 

disclosure:

• Account operating charges

• Foreign exchange spreads

•  Margins that cannot be 

a�ributed to a speci�c 

transaction
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ADVISOR INSIGHTS ADVISOR INSIGHTSCRM2 Myths and Facts
This fact sheet focuses on frequent factual errors observed in media coverage about the timing 

and content of CRM2 reporting requirements. It has been prepared to provide advisors with 

accurate information about key aspects of CRM2. The same information has been provided 

to journalists in an e�ort to improve the accuracy of media coverage.

Fact:
CRM2 applies to more than mutual funds. It applies to all 

securities and applies to all dealers and portfolio managers 

registered with any Canadian securities commission.  

The securities commissions are encouraging �rms to include  

non-securities products in client reporting, to the extent  

possible.

Fact:
These statement changes come into e�ect as of  

December 31, 2015.

Fact:
The rule comes into e�ect on July 15, 2016, at which point 

dealers have one year in which to begin sending these reports 

to their clients. In the majority of cases, investors will begin 

receiving these reports early in 2017. This is because most 

�rms are choosing to provide the information on a calendar-

year basis (January to December).

Myth #1:
CRM2 applies mainly to mutual funds.

Myth #2:
The 2015 statement changes take e�ect in July 2015.

Myth #3:
Investors will begin receiving the two new annual reports as of July 15, 2016.
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ADVISOR INSIGHTS

Benchmarks Disclosure
E�ective July 15, 2014, dealers must provide a general description of benchmarks to their clients. 
This requirement is part of the new rules prescribed by the Canadian Securities Administrators 
(CSA). The rules are o�en referred to as CRM2, which stands for Client Relationship Model, 
Phase 2.

What CRM2 means for mutual funds is that investors will receive timely, easy-to-understand, 
detailed information about the cost and performance of their funds. In the �rst phase, e�ective 
July 15, 2014, the industry must provide a description of benchmarks, and pre-trade disclosure  
of costs. More information on pre-trade cost disclosure is provided in a separate issue of Advisor 
Insights.

The benchmarks requirement can be met by adding a description of benchmarks in the 
Relationship Disclosure Document. The description should be wri�en in plain language 
so that consumers at all levels of �nancial knowledge will understand the concept. 

On page 2 is a description (also available in French) of benchmarks that IFIC has prepared  
to assist you in updating your Relationship Disclosure Document and discussing benchmarks 
with clients.
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What’s ahead?
CRM2 is being phased in over three 
years. By July 2016, investors will begin 
to receive statements showing, in 
dollar amounts, the costs associated 
with each of their products. A separate 
statement will tell investors how well 
their investments have performed in 
dollar terms and percentage terms over 
several time periods.

The mutual funds industry supports 
CRM2 and believes the changes will 
allow investors to make be�er informed 
decisions about their investments. 
Informed investors are more commi�ed 
to saving and creating a more secure 
�nancial future for themselves and their 
families.

ADVISOR INSIGHTS
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Issue 2

The Real Cost of Owning Mutual 
Funds in Canada and the U.S. 

1 Monitoring Trends in Mutual Fund Cost of Ownership and Expense Ratios: 

A Canada-U.S. Perspective 2015 Update, Investor Economics

2 “Modest investor” refers to a person with less than $100,000 to invest.

Do Canadians pay more to own their mutual 

funds than fund investors in other countries?Statements by some analysts, most notably 

Morningstar, claim they do, but research tells 

us otherwise. 

The problem stems from the fact that expense 

ratios are calculated di�erently in di�erent 

countries, and some do not re�ect the true  

cost of ownership.
In Canada, a fund’s Management Expense 

Ratio (MER) typically includes all costs of 

ownership, including costs of distribution. 

Approximately 85% of all fund assets in 

Canada use a ‘bundled’ fee structure where 

advice is paid for through fees charged to the 

fund (included in the MER).
In contrast, in the U.S. and many other 

countries, distribution costs generally are  

paid for separately and not included in a  

fund’s expense ratio.
Independent research1 accounting for these 

di�erences �nds that the cost of owning funds 

in Canada and the U.S. are comparable when all 

costs are included. 
As the chart below indicates, the total cost of 

ownership is 2.00% in the U.S. and 2.02% in 

Canada excluding GST/HST. (In the U.S., there is 

no comparable tax on mutual funds.)For modest investors (those with fewer dollars 

to invest)2, the cost of ownership is higher in the 

U.S. than it is in Canada.

The Cost of Owning Mutual Funds

2.20%

2.00%
2.40%

Taxes = 0.18%

CanadaAdvice Channels U.S.Average Investor U.S.Modest Investor

Management (0.7% - 0.9%) Management (0.7% - 0.9%)

Distribution
Distribution

Excluding taxes, the cost in 
Canada would be 2.02%.

Managementand Distribution(2.02%)

ADVISOR INSIGHTS
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Understanding Your Investments

Canadians are building �nancial 

security with more than 

$1.2 trillion in mutual funds. 

92% of investors say they’ve 

earned more because they 

have an advisor.

Independent research has 

shown that the longer people 

have advice, the more their 

investments grow.

 

Financial Advisors Help You Build Wealth 

Advice and coaching makes the di�erence

For more information, speak with your �nancial advisor.

 People with advice for 4-6 years, have close to 1.6x the savings

 of those without advice

 People with advice for 7-14 years, have 2x the savings of those 

without advice

 People with advice for 15+ years, have 2.7x the savings of those 

without advice

Advice Creates Strong Value for 

Canadians 
Research has shown that having a �nancial advisor o�ers signi�cant bene�ts to Canadians and 

to our economy. Here are some �ndings from studies that were completed in recent years that you 

might want to share with your clients:

Advice signi�cantly 

enhances long-term 

savings.

• Investors who work with 

advisors for 15 years or more 

accumulate 2.7 times more 

in savings than comparable 

investors without advice.1

Advice is accessible 

to all Canadians, 

whether the amount 

they have to invest  

is large or small.

• 27% of mutual fund investors 

had less than $5,000 in 

�nancial assets when they �rst 

started using an advisor and 

58% had less than $25,000.2 

1 Claude Montmarque�e and Nathalie Viennot-Briot, The Value of Financial Advice, The Annals of Economics and Finance, 16-1, pp. 69 – 94, 2015.

2 Pollara Research, Canadian Investors’ Perceptions of Mutual Funds and the Mutual Fund Industry, 2015.

3 The Conference Board of Canada, Boosting Retirement Readiness and the Economy Through Financial Advice, September 2014.


